
Hand Crafted Colorado Beers by the Bottle or Can ~ $5.00 `  
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Creedence Pilsner     3  35  4.95 
This Pilsner is modeled after the classic bohemian Pilsners of Europe. High quality Pilsner malt lends a nice delicate flavor and aroma. 
Classic Czech hops give a slightly spicy cedar nose with a light floral finish.  This delicately malted, easy-drinking beer is enjoyable all 
year long.  

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Lava Lake Wit (Ale Brewed with Spices)   4  15  5.2 
Crazy Mountain’s take on Belgian Wit by the addition of un-malted wheat, rolled oats, two varieties of classic European hops, 
chamomile, curacao orange peel, coriander, grains of paradise, and a rare yeast strain from the Old Country. This is a brew that can be 
enjoyed on the slopes or the beach.  

 
Crazy Mountain     SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Amber Ale       11  25  5.25 
This delightfully floral Amber Ale displays a wonderful balance while still maintaining a profound hoppy goodness.  Loaded with West 
Coast hops that are added late in the boil resulting in a hoppy brew without any bitterness.   

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Boohai Red Ale     9  40  6.0 
The hops for this ale are from New Zealand, presenting a noticeable aroma of blackberries, Sauvignon Blanc grapes and pine which 
come together nicely with a complex blend of Belgian malts. A deep, yet sublimely pleasant beer.  

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Old Soul Belgian Style     7  25  7.5  
A healthy amount of wheat gives this beer a very smooth mouthfeel that is accompanied by a fruity yeast character.  Belgian candi 
sugar contributes to this beer’s light body and complex flavor.  European hops team up with juniper berries to offer a soft, subtle 
spiciness.   

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Horseshoes and Hand Grenades    13  35  6.0   
“Extra Special Bitter” This American ESB showcases complex maltiness and unique hop character. Chinook and Amarillo hops coupled 
with 5 different types of malt make this brew one-of-a-kind. Enjoy this ale when close just won’t cut it.  

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Cara De Luna “Black Ale”    45  25  5.0 
This mutt of an ale is truly unique.  We take German hops, Belgian malt, and American yeast to make this Black German style Pale Ale. 
A light mouth feel lends itself to a soft maltiness and a distinctive smooth hop character. Leaving convention behind, this brew paves 
its own path.   

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Mountain Livin’ Pale Ale     9  40  5.7 
Two types of American hops are utilized in such a way that the flavor of the hops is center stage while their bitterness fades into the 
background.  The hop-forward character shines through in the unique, tropical fruit flavor of two American hop varieties.   

 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Hookiebobb India Pale Ale     6  87  6.7 
A Colorado approach to an American take on an English classic.  Three aggressive yet floral American hops and one hop from Down 
Under team together to make a bright citrusy and floral India Pale Ale.  A deep caramel malt helps to balance the bitterness of the 
hops and lets the complex hop bill shine.  



 
Crazy Mountain      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Emotional Rescue “Double IPA”    11  150  9.0 
This is an ever-evolving beer for Crazy Mountain. It is an opportunity to experiment with a wide variety of experimental hops. The 
profile of this beer changes batch to batch depending on the hops used.  Each brew showcases a different varietal of hop but the idea 
stays the same – a deliciously educational way to learn about new hops.   

 
 

Crazy Mountain (Top Seller)    SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Lawyers, Guns and Money    11  56  10.0 
“Barley Wine Style” An assortment of crystal malts and Belgian candi sugar give this special brew a hearty maltiness.  Dry hopping 
with American Hops gives the English style a refreshing American twist.    

 
 
 
 

Denver Beer Company      SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Graham Cracker Porter    24  20  5.6 
Like a campfire in a glass, this robust beauty has seductive notes of vanilla, smoked cedar, and mulling spices. A dark pour with 
mild lacing, she is a rollercoaster of lush chocolate diving into a semi-dry finish of roasted malt and biscuit.  
5280 Magazine Graham Cracker Porter Review 

 
Denver Beer Company     SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Incredible Pedal IPA     10  60  7.0 
This American IPA greets you with lush floral, citrus, and tropical fruit on the nose. A medium bodied ale with a touch of 
sweetness, she will gear you up for a finish full of tangerine and grapefruit. Incredible Pedal is a hoppy beauty that takes you 
for a ride!  
5280 Magazine Incredible Pedal IPA Review 
Draft Magazine - 91 Points - Incredible Pedal IPA Review 
Silver - New York International Beer Competition 

 
Denver Beer Company     SRM  IBU  Alc % 
Sun Drenched Ale      3  35  5.0 

 
Brewed for Colorado’s 300 days of sunshine, this is our twist on a refreshing American ale. Part IPA, part American wheat, she is 
a perfect thirst-quenching reward after a long day of adventure. Sun Drenched is a straw-colored ale loaded full of hops with a 
crisp, dry finish. Dry hopped with generous amounts of Simcoe, Cascade, and Mosaic hops, she is highlighted by a bright floral 
and citrus aroma. Remember your sunscreen while enjoying this beauty in our sun-drenched state!  
Gold Medal - 2015 U.S. Open Beer Championship 
Silver Medal - 2015 Colorado State Fair 
Bronze Medal - 2015 European Beer Star 

 


